The viability of branch libraries has been debated since long before the turn of the twentieth century. Arguments for both sides run rampant in the literature into the 1990s with neither side making a convincing argument in its favor. This study examines a representative sampling of the literature covering branch libraries in general, then focuses on branch libraries at institutions with accredited programs in architecture, and concludes with an examination of the use of the materials in the NA call number range at Iowa State University. As with other professional programs, such as law and medicine, the author recommends branch libraries located in close proximity for architecture programs when possible. JSTOR is a not-for-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please contact support@jstor.org. 
Introduction
I recently attended a new faculty orientation on the Iowa State University campus where an assistant professor was giving a presentation on time management for new, tenure-track faculty.
He presented several excellent strategies for utilizing time and resources to maximize productivity. However, one of his strat egies struck a discordant note when he suggested that if the choice was between strolling to the library to check out a book from the collection or ordering the volume from Amazon.com, tenure-track faculty should order it online rather than taking the time to go to the library and retrieve the item. The sad part of this story is that his office is a short one-or two-minute walk from the main library's front door. This comment, along with the possibility of organizational changes that would close the archi tecture/design branch libraries at Kansas State and Iowa State universities (neither of which has occurred as of this writing), made me consider the importance of branch libraries in design fields, specifically for architecture students. For the purposes of this study, the definition of branch libraries encompasses all separate facilities with an administrative relationship to the main library on campus whether considered branches, departmental or divisional libraries, reading rooms, etc., by the parent institution. Branches included identifiable discrete collections within main libraries even though many of these share services such as reserves and circulation with the main library. Remote storage facilities were excluded since they lack a specific subject focus. This study examined the literature concerning branch libraries in general as well as architecture branch libraries in particular, the existence of architecture branch libraries at all institutions with accredited architecture programs (both ARL (Association of Research Libraries) member institu tions and non-ARL institutions) and, finally, the use of volumes in the NA Library of Congress call number range at Iowa State University. The NA call number range was selected as it is the only range specifically examined in National Architectural Accrediting Board (NAAB) accreditation reports even though many design libraries also incorporate other subject areas such as art, planning, and interior/graphic design. Serendipitous browsing for relevant titles is possible through the online catalog or even through online bookstores (i.e., searching Amazon.com for a title yields suggestions related to the title searched for), but the necessary specificity of indexing is not available, especially when seeking images/illus trations. The researcher will still have to head to the stacks to scan through relevant works. Users of architecture libraries often need a specific illustration of a given work, or a photograph or a detailed drawing of one feature of a building, such as a doorway or a staircase. It is common to see students or faculty looking through multiple titles of a particular architect or designer's works in an attempt to find the illustration sought. Close prox imity of the library to the classroom or studio greatly facilitates this type of focused browsing that is often conducted spontane ously when the designer runs into a problem that needs visual clarification. While many journals in other disciplines are avail able electronically, this is not the case in architecture and other design fields where the bulk of publications (both monographs and journals) continue to be primarily print-based. Browsing, therefore, whether casual or focused, needs to happen in the library itself rather than online.
Branch Libraries in the Literature
Propinquity of the collection to the studios also greatly enhances the unique nature of the studio-based instruction practiced in architecture programs. In their 1989 essays on architecture libraries, both Anatole Senkevitch, Jr. (architecture professor) and Kenneth Herbart (recent architecture graduate student) cite the benefit of having the architecture library close to the studios to respond to this specialized method of instruction or to quickly satisfy the spontaneous need for data or research.11
In addition to the benefit of close access to the collection, branch libraries also serve an important social role. Architecture students spend an extraordinary amount of time in their studios, so it is no surprise that they sometimes want a quiet place outside of the studio to study, research, work on projects, or simply relax. The branch library provides this environment while allowing the student to remain relatively close to the studio. Students and faculty do not have far to go to escape the studio atmosphere, yet can easily return. An engaging design of the branch library will enhance this behavior, but even sparsely furnished or semi attractive branch libraries are heavily used. Shoham states, "cost-benefit analysis is a technique for helping decision making.
Optimally we should be able to express the benefit, as well as the cost, in dollars. But this is very difficult when dealing with a public service such as a library which has a social (and not finan cial) purpose."12 Not only is the value of this social function hard to measure, but also hard to quantify in terms of expenditure.
Another concept related to the social role of the branch libraries for the design disciplines is that of the user-centered library. Elizabeth Douthitt Byrne maintains that a semiautono mous branch library in close proximity offers the best model for creating the user-centered library for architecture students.
Hibbard highlights the social role of the branch library in his example of a law school professor "placing a higher role on the socialization opportunities?the creation of a professional Another drawback of branch libraries is the associated cost factor to the overall library budget caused by the necessary duplication of materials and effort between the main library and the branch.16 Satisfying the access needs of users in branch libraries as well as the main library results in the duplication of materials, especially important reference works. With most, if not all, of the primary indexes in many disciplines now being provided electronically campus-wide (or system-wide in many cases), duplication of material is much less a factor except in the cases of heavily used print titles, which would likely see multiple copies purchased anyway to facilitate access.
The Table 1 presents data documenting the presence of branch libraries at institutions with NAAB or CACB accredited archi tecture programs. "NAAB (all)" and "CACB (all)" represents the total number of institutions with programs accredited by each of these organizations. "NAAB (ARL)" and "CACB (ARL)" represent accredited programs at Association of Research Libraries (ARL) institutions and is a subset of the total number. "NAAB (others)" covers specialized institutions with accredited programs, including Taliesin (the Frank Lloyd Wright School of Architecture), the New School of Architecture and Design, and the Savannah College of Art and Design and is a subset of the "NAAB (all)" total of 122. These institutions, due to their special ized nature and size, would not be expected to have multiple facilities but are included here along with colleges and universi ties with smaller student enrollment and accredited architecture programs such as Drury University in Springfield, Missouri, and Judson University in Elgin, Illinois. Are Branch Libraries Used? A Case Study Table 2 presents holdings and circulation data for the NA call number range at Iowa State University in both the Parks Library (main) and the Design Reading Room located in the College of Design. "Total titles" is the number of titles at each location. "Total circs" is the number of circulations of A titles at each location. "Circs/title" is total circs divided by total titles. Columns labeled "0 circs" and "% 0 circs" are the number of volumes with no circulations and the percentage of total volumes with no circs at each location. The "10+ circs" column lists the number of items in each collection that circulated 10 or more times. Data represents total numbers as of 2009. Circulation data is the total from the inception of the current integrated library system in 1999. There are two limitations when analyzing this data. First is the fact that the data comes from a split collection; items have been transferred from one location to the other during this period. What this means is that while the numbers are represen tative of circulation patterns, they are not exact. Second, items placed on reserve at any time and at either location will reflect higher circulation numbers than would normally occur had the item remained in the stacks. The data in Table 2 demonstrates the high use of the NA collection in the Design Reading Room in relation to the main Transfers of little used titles from Design to Parks is ongoing due to spatial limitations in Design, so a larger percentage of zero circulations will be present in Parks at any given time. Similarly, the percentage of items with ten or more circulations in rela tion to the total number at each location is higher in Design (43 percent) than in Parks (18 percent), though this number also suggests students and faculty utilize the Design collection more so than volumes in the main library. Referring to the "ACRL Guidelines for Branch Libraries in Colleges and Universities," Shkolnik states that, "ACRL direc tors concluded that a branch library exists solely for the benefits
